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Joella Sweet
the indescribable
place into words that feeling
when a star bright as the sun
that's been buming inside you
hiding
suddenly starts to spin
trigg€red by only one
and spreads throughout your body that light
to your fingers, toes, lips and nose
gleams out of every pore
and when you round the corner
and see that one
that thing that starts
in the pit of your belly
and flickers
shudders, ff utters, tingles
all over
and makes your face feel numb
and your heart squeezed out a bulge of light with each pump
it's that star
triggered by that one
the y'easant burning light
is that a sufficient
descriotion
of that feeling?
Because when I see that one
I can feel a star inside me growing
Glowing
so yes, that must be right
and I love to fuel that light
triggered by that one.
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